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1. TRIGGER AND DAQ14

1.1. Overview15

The present project for the DarkSide-20k electron-16

ics and its DAQ accommodates both the large num-17

ber of sensors and the long drift-time (expected max-18

imum electron drift time is 2.5 ms) of the LAr TPC,19

and the readout of the veto detectors. The design of20

the DAQ has to be flexible enough to cope for the ad-21

vances in the development of the photo-electronics,22

whose readout detail will depend on the advance-23

ments in the properties of the SiPMs, and for the24

seamless integration of the veto detectors.25

The trigger rate during dark matter search data26

taking in DarkSide-20k has three major contribu-27

tors: background events from detector materials,28

background events from 39Ar, and random triggers.29

To estimate the first term, the event rate measured30

in the UAr running of DarkSide-50 is taken, exclud-31

ing the contribution from the PMTs and from the re-32

maining 39Ar in DarkSide-50, and scaled by the ratio33

of surface areas of DarkSide-20k and DarkSide-50, a34

factor of 55, obtaining an expected rate of 27 Hz; it35

is noted that these events will be concentrated at the36

surfaces of the active volume. At an expected 39Ar37

depletion of 105 in the DAr, there will still be a small38

additional rate of about 1 Hz from 39Ar, uniformly39

distributed throughout the active volume. Overall40

events with a correlated S1 and S2 signal at a rate41

of ∼ 30 Hz are expected in DarkSide-20k. The av-42

erage singles rate per channel is dominated on the43

other hand by the DCR of SiPMs. With the re-44

quired 0.1 Hz/mm2 specification, this will imply a45

single rate for detector module of about 250 Hz. It46

is assumed there is only a very small possibility of47

occasional light leakage between which is neglected48

in the following, thus, for the LAr TPC a total of49

250 Hz × 5210 = 1.3 MHz singles rate is expected.50

Data acquisition could be initiated by a coinci-51

dence of hits in the TPC within a specified time52

window. A coincidence of 7 hits in 200 ns would re-53

sult in a random trigger rate well below 0.1 Hz. For54

nuclear recoils a signal producing ∼ 15 PE in 5 µs55

would result in the 6 PE to 8 PE collected within the56

first 200 ns considering the DarkSide-20k geometry57

and the fast response of SiPMs. Thus DarkSide-20k58

trigger would be fully efficient for Wimp-like signal59

of interest with a predicted total rate around 30 Hz,60

allowing to open the recording of data for the max-61

imum drift-time (2.5 ms). Real S1 events produce62

signals with no more than 1 PE per tile and one63

correlated S2 signal. There are 3.3 × 103 noise hits64

during an electron drift time, but the probability of65

another S2 signal is very low.66

A conceptual design for the TPC DAQ is de-67

scribed in Sec. 1 1.2. A flexible design could in prin-68

ciple lead to a common architecture for both the69

TPC and vetoes, with the obvious semplification in70

the operations and commissioning of DarkSide-20k,71

however other options are also considered. In any72

case the DAQ will be unified at the level of the cen-73

tral event builder.74

The event building and software trigger stage is75

described in Sec. 1 1.3 and is realized with modern76

commodity CPUs and connected through fast ether-77

net with front-end DAQ processors. Given the low78

expected rate a trigger-less option is considered vi-79

able where digitized data is streamed to the event80

builder and software trigger for a detailed analysis81

and trigger selection.82

Synchronization between the TPC and veto DAQ83

and between the different readout boards running84

the TPC digitization is fundamental for the effective-85

ness of the design, and will be provided and main-86

tained during data taking. The same clock source87

of the TPC DAQ will be used and digital signals88

(like GPS time stamps or trigger IDs) will be gen-89

erated to uniquely identify each event regardless of90

the trigger origin and the detector. Pulsed signal to91

all channels of DarkSide-20k will be used to check92

and correct the alignment of each channel among93

the three detectors.94

The DAQ system will be located in an electron-95

ics room that is to be placed close to the water96

tank, in an environment that allows personnel ac-97

cess, keeping to a minimum the cable length from98

the LAr TPC detector to the signal receivers. The99

choice of this transmission design mitigates intrin-100
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sic radioactivity inherent in shielded coaxial cables,101

and has been demonstrated to keep noise at a man-102

ageable level. The alternative optical transmission103

described in ?? would ease the issues related to the104

cable length and routing and would imply minor re-105

vision to the electronics described in the following.106

1.2. Signal Digitization107

For what concerns the LAr TPC readout, we108

consider one or two analog read-out channels for109

each photo detector module (PDM), as explained in110

Sec. ??: the analog signal will be extracted by the111

active volume of the detectors on twisted pairs or on112

optical fibers. The baseline design of the DAQ for113

the LAr TPC foresees 5210 channels, or as backup114

plan twice that number. Considering the geometry115

of the detector, the properties of the light emission116

of S1and the propagation of ligh in the active vol-117

ume, the photons will be evenly distributed among118

the many PDMs. Consequently, in the region of in-119

terest for the WIMP search, the typical occupancy of120

each channel will be significanly smaller than one. In121

the single photon counting hypothesis the best read-122

out strategy is TDC based with a time resolution of123

O(10 ns). For the S2 signal, where the total number124

of photons in the signal depends on the details of125

the LAr TPC design and may be a factor 20 higher,126

with approximately half the photons concentrated127

on a few PDMs, the number of photoelectrons pro-128

duced by one sensor may be as many as 4000 PE at129

a peak rate of 0.4 PE/ns. The best strategy for the130

read-out of S2 is the full digitization of the wave-131

form, which is up to 20 µs long.132

The proposed design intends to efficiently acquire133

both signals with a single data stream thanks to the134

use of higly optimized digital signal processing on135

chip (in the processors of the acquisition boards)136

or on the software trigger stage of the proposed137

DAQ 1 1.3. In the latter case the additional band-138

width needed is significant but would not be a bottle-139

neck given the present day performance of comput-140

ing and networking.141

The presently envisaged baseline scheme for the142

TPC DAQ electronics hardware foresees a signal re-143

ceiver (differential or optical), a discriminator fed144

with a filtered signal, a high speed digitizer (12 bit145

at 100 MHz) connected to a FPGA as shown in Fig 1.146

As discussed in Sec. ?? the signal discrimination is147

performed after an analog filter that will minimize148

the rate of fake hits: depending on the actual SNR149

provided by the pre-amplifier a strong filtering will150

be required (with a formation time up to hundreds151

of nano seconds). The discriminator output is fed152

to an FPGA that will receive as well the data of a153

free running digitizer. Depending on the lenght of154

the discriminated pulse 2 algorithms can be selected155

in the FPGA: for a short pulses (the case of S1) the156

TDC algorithm will search in a specific gate, defined157

by the properties of the analog filter, the time of the158

hit and its amplitude. For long pulses (S2) the corre-159

sponding samples will be downsampled with a CIC160

filter to a frequency compatible with the signal of161

S2(about 25 MHz). For storing S1 hits 8 Bytes are162

enough (4 Bytes for timing, 2 for Channel id and 2163

for charge), while for storing the S2 wafeform we will164

need about 500 samples (equivalent to 750 Bytes).165

Various rate estimations are provided in Table I :166

TABLE TO BE UPDATED167

.168

Several options are considered for the readout of169

the about 200 PMTs of the vedo detectors, as dis-170

cussed also in Section ??. In short, in order to work171

the prompt and delayed veto analysis, and to cali-172

brate the energy response of the LSV detector from173

few tens of keV to a few MeV, both charge and tim-174

ing information of PMT pulses are needed. Prelimi-175

nary simulations showed that PMTs are no more in176

SPE regime for signals in the LSV above a few hun-177

dred MeV, therefore a charge readout is necessary. A178

timing-only readout is adequate for the WCV read-179

out, where precise energy calibration is not funda-180

mental. With the aim of maximizing the electronics181

uniformity for the DarkSide-20k DAQ system the182

time information can be easily extracted using the183

same hardware architecture used for the LAr TPC184

readout (Sec. 1 1.2). For what concern the energy185

measurement, due to the different signal time struc-186

ture, between the LAr TPC and LSV, it might be187

necessary to have dedicated systems for the LSV, in-188

cluding the possibility to re-use existing DarkSide-50189

hardware [1].190

A further option under consideration foresees us-191

ing a recent ASIC developed at the Paris Omega192

institute (CATIROC) for the measurement of time193

an energy of veto signals. As a joint collaboration194

between the APC, LAPP and IPN laboratories in195

the context of the ProtoDUNE/WA105 project [?196

], dedicated front-end electronics boards in the mi-197

croTCA / FMC form factors are currently under198

test at APC. These boards include a FPGA pro-199

grammable device as well as an older version of the200

ASIC, PARISROC [? ], of which CATIROC is a201

more recent and performing upgrade. A further de-202

velopment is foreseen during the third quarter of203

2016 to design a more compact and cheaper inte-204

grated solution based on the same microTCA stan-205

dard. This new board can be envisaged as a possible206

solution for the readout of DarkSide-20k veto.207

The DAQ is trigger-less and is implemented by208

timing with respect to a 1 s clock. All module, crate,209
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TABLE I. Estimated count rates and data rates for TPC and veto readout. A module host 32 readout chan-
nels, a crate 15 modules. To estimate the typical rate from real signals 600 PE are assumed. At the level
of crate and module the estimate assume all channels within a board/crate with hits, thus this is an upper
limit to the rate and data volume. A true signal rate of 30Hz is assumed (see text). For the veto the second
number correspond to the data size for the time-of-interest window around a TPC trigger (50 µs). : TO BE REWORKED

Signal Channel Rate Data Data Rate
Numbers Noise True Byte/Ch MB/s
detector 5210 × 250 = 1.3 MHz 600 × 30 = 18 kHz 6 7.9
crate 480 × 250 = 120 kHz 480 × 30 = 14 kHz 6 0.8S1
module 32 × 250 = 8 kHz 32 × 30 = 960 Hz 6 0.05
detector 0 600 × 30 = 18 kHz 16 0.3
crate 0 480 × 30 = 14 kHz 16 0.2S2
module 0 32 × 30 = 0.96 kHz 16 0.02
detector 200 × 30 = 6 × 103 kHz 16 96 (4.8 kB/s)
crate 200 × 30 = 6 × 103 kHz 16 96 (4.8 kB/s)Veto
module 32 × 30 = 960 kHz 16 5 (0.8 kB/s)

FIG. 1. A schematic block diagram of the proposed DS-20KT DAQ readout channel.

and event builder clocks are synchronized to a mas-210

ter clock tied to a global GPS system. Thus each211

event is timed with respect to the start of a 1 s clock212

signal. The DAQ records a maximum of 10 × 108213

clock ticks, or some 26.7 bits (4 Bytes) of timing214

information. Thus, depending on when the last S2215

event occurs, there is a maximum system deadtime216

of 2.5 ms every 1 s, or 1/400. The system can re-217

set in a few µs. The clock and fan-out is similar218

to the clocking used in DarkSide-50. It is an “in-219

house” single width 6U VME module which accepts220

TTL, LVTTL, or CMOS signals with selective 50221

or 100 Ω termination. It uses a Texas Instruments222

CDCE906 programmable 3-PLL clock synthesizer/-223
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multiplier/divider and provides the common 50 MHz224

clock which is sent by 2 × 8-channel CAEN V976225

fanouts to all crates. It is synchronized by a GPS226

receiver and provides a data reset and data start ev-227

ery second. The individual PLL multipliers in each228

FPGA in a module provide a synchronized 100 MHz229

clock. It also removes any phase shifts and allows a230

measure event timing with respect to the data start231

time within 10 ns. Note that this time resolution is232

more than adequate, and it is very easily synchro-233

nized across the system.234

The University of Houston group is testing proto-235

type boards based on the above design. An FPGA236

board is available and is able to read 96 signals. The237

board is similar in architecture to Fig. ??, and de-238

signed for the Mu2e experiment.239

1.3. Event Builder and Software Trigger240

Online event selection and event building in the241

DarkSide-20k trigger is planned to be performed242

in two steps, both of them implemented with two243

software-based triggers, Level-0 (L0T) and Full-244

Event (FET) triggers. L0T and FET together form245

the High Level Software Trigger (HLTS) of the246

DarkSide-20k experiment. The event selection in247

the HLST triggers proceeds in steps for feature ex-248

traction (e.g. fiducialization, energy reconstruction,249

LAr TPC and veto coincidence etc.) and trigger250

decisions. At the end of each step the results are251

checked against the requirements defined in trigger252

tables. While the L0T trigger alrogitm is designed to253

implement very simple hit counting criteria within254

predefined time-windoes, similar to the ones used in255

the hardware trigger of the DarkSide-50 experiment256

but exploiting the advantage of the higher flexibility257

allowed by a software based trigger, the FET trig-258

ger attemps a full offline-like event reconstruction,259

using a version of the offline reconstruction software260

customized for the onine enviroment and refined cal-261

ibrations. The HLST is desgined to provide:262

• Full event-building and global event selection:263

TPC+veto;264

• Online full event reconstruction with offline-265

quality;266

• Prompt pre-processing of raw data before transfer267

to main offline data centres;268

• Tools and computing power for high level moni-269

toring of detector reconstruction performances in270

real time.271

Being fully based on software, the system will guar-272

antee high level of flexibility, allowing to expand pro-273

cessing capabilities by just adding cpus/storage/net-274

work links blocks in order to scale up the system as275

needed, and to implement different data-reduction276

and selection strategies and to modify them when277

needed.278

A schematic view of the HLTS trigger system is279

shown in Figure 2. The L0T trigger includes a time280

ordering step, in which time-ordered parallel to serial281

conversion of data from the front-end readout system282

is performed. In addition the S2/S1 coincidence sig-283

nal identification would be possible as well as the full284

event building step of all the DarkSide-20k subde-285

tectors. The FET trigger includes all the reminings286

logical steps (reconstruction of the events and pro-287

duction of the event record in analysis/offline EDM288

format, feature extraction and high level selection289

accroding to the DarkSide-20k trigger tables, algo-290

rithms and logging for online data quality monitor-291

ing (DQM), and finally persistification and data log-292

ging/streaming to online storage. Raw data from the293

front-end readout systems, are stored in O(10) mem-294

ory buffers, to match the number of LAr TPC and295

veto front-end crates, deep enough to store hours296

of data taking. With the rate expected from the297

front-end readout design for DarkSide-20k 512 GB298

of memory for all buffers is enough to keep up to 4h299

of data at sustained rate. L0T step is expected to300

reduce the trigger rate from the 1.3 MHz input from301

the front-end readout below 100 Hz, while the FET302

step will reduce the L0T rate further and will pro-303

duce several parallel ouput data streams (physics,304

monitoring, calibration, etc...)305

1.3.1. HLST Hardware and Software Options306

For the hardware architecture two equivalent op-307

tions are envised and under study: a system based308

on conventional commodity CPUs computing farm,309

or a mixed system exploit parallel processing power310

of modern high-end multicore GPU based systems.311

In case the CPU farm solution is chosen it is fore-312

seen to install the HLST event selection farm in one313

of two racks hosting the L0T and FET processores,314

the local storage and the network switch appara-315

tus. A dedicated machine with 4 Xeon-E5-2650V3316

class processors with 10 physical cores each, 512 GB317

RAM used as I/O buffer and 2 10Gbit ETH fiber318

interfaces is dedicated to run the L0T and Event319

building, while 10 1U rack mountable machines with320

2 Xeon-E5-2650V3 class processors, 128 GB RAM321

and 2 10Gbit ETH fiber interface and 2x1TB NLSAS322

HDstorage will be able to susatin the reconstruction323

of events at offline level at rates up to 400 Hz. In case324

the GPU solution is choosen, the entiere CPU part of325

the system can be replaced by a NVIDIA high-end326

GPU rack-monutable system, like for example the327

NVIDIA DGX-1 system, with 2 Intel Xeon CPUs328

with 512 GB RAM and 8 Tesla P100 class boards329
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FIG. 2. Schematic view of the DarkSide-20k HLST trigger system. Only the 11 crates for LAr TPC are considered
in this graph.

(30720 physical cores) with 16 GB HBM2 memory330

each, connected with NVLink GPU to GPU bidirec-331

tional link at 80 GB/s, 7 TB SSD storage ad dual 10-332

Gbit Ethernet interface. Both systems wil be able to333

fullfill the requirements needed for the DarkSide-20k334

HLST triger system. The GPU solution allows in335

addition to implement highly parallel tecniques for336

S2 signal reconstruction from the stored waveforms,337

for 3-dimensional reconstruction of the position of338

the interaction via multivariate pattern-recognition339

techniques, and, if needed, for offline optimal filter-340

ing of the SPE waveform to extract a precise timing341

information for S1 and PSD.342

L0T and FET reconstruction and event selection343

algorithms run inside the processing units (CPU or344

GPU physical cores). Each processing unit can pro-345

cess events in parallel in concurrent worker-threads.346

Multi-threading minimizes overheads from context-347

switching and avoids stalling the CPU when waiting348

for requested data from the L0T / Event Builder349

system, or when publishing monitoring information.350

While this ansatz allows for an efficient use of multi-351

CPU and multi-core processor resources, it requires352

that all software running in the HLST is thread-353

safe. This is handled by the data flow software it-354

self, including creation and deletion of threads and355

synchronization of resources. As software frame-356

work for the data flow software two possible solution357

are envisaged: one based on the artdaq online soft-358

ware framework form Fermilab, already used in the359

DarkSide-50 experiment, or, a system based on the360

FELIX [? ] framework and the ATLAS experiment361

software trigger steering software, exploiting the de-362

velopments for the integration of GPU and parallel363

computing systems in software trigger systems on-364

going for the next phase of operations of the LHC365

experiments.366

1.4. Trigger schemes for global and local367

DarkSide-20k running368

In normal running condition a trigger would be369

issued by a signal above threshold in the TPC. The370

DAQ would then record data corresponding to the371

reconstructed event in the TPC along with PMTs372

signal following (and proceeding) the TPC trigger,373

in order to be able to perform the prompt and de-374

layed neutron tagging offline. The veto should also375

be able to trigger on its own activity for calibration376

and monitor purposes. Muons crossing the WCV377

should also be used as trigger input for the TPC378

and LSV during regular data taking, to check the379

cosmogenic backgrounds.380

A data acquisition window which at least includes381

the veto delayed window must be opened in the veto382

at each TPC trigger. The data acquisition window383

should also record data for few tens of microseconds384

before the prompt window, and for fifty microsec-385

ond after the delayed window, in order to record386

and monitor the accidental backgrounds. Random387

triggers could also be generated with the same goal.388

The flexibility of the HLST and the common DAQ389

design for all the DarkSide-20k subdetectors, should390

also allow easily to generate triggers from signal in391

the veto without asking explicitly for a signal in the392

TPC in order to understand inefficiencies in an un-393

biased sample.394

Stand-alone runs for the various sub-detectors395

would be possibe by partitioning the HLST and con-396

figuring its processes appropriately for test or cali-397

bration purposes.398
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1.5. Auxiliary Systems and Infrastructure399

An electronics room located in the vicinity of400

the water tank will host most of the DAQ elec-401

tronics for all the DarkSide-20k subsytems, with402

a possible exeption for LAr TPC signal receivers403

and digitizer which may be profitable to be moved404

as close as possible to the TPC external flanges405

in order to minimize cable length and hence noise406

pickup. Marco: To be checked whether a407

design for this is present elsewhere in the408

facilities section, in that case it may be409

referenced here410

411

While the exact number of crates and racks will be412

fixed at a later stage depending on exact technolog-413

ical choice, we anticipate the room will need O(10)414

racks to host LAr TPC veto electronics, a clock dis-415

tribution system and the HLST. Power supply and416

HV system for the LAr TPC Detector Modules and417

SiPMs will be also located in the same infrastruc-418

ture. Given the power distribution system scheme419

described in ?? it is envisaged that around 100 low420

voltage and HV channels would be hosted in ad-421

dition in the electronics room. Commercial of the422

shelf solutions will be adequate for such systems and423

good candidates are the CAENA1542(H) and CAEN424

A1518B models, respectively.425

A efficient cooling system analogous in size to the426

current Borexino one will need to be installed in or-427

der to control the temperature inside the electron-428

ics room given the amount of power dissipation ex-429

pected from the DAQ and power supply modules.430

1.6. Slow-Control System431

DarkSide-20k Slow Control System (SCS) is a432

DAQ-independent system that will provide control433

and a real time monitoring of different hardware sys-434

tems including: SiPM, TPC electric field high high435

voltage (HHV), scalers, LAr TPC cryogenic system436

and auxiliary facilities. The SCS is being designed437

in order to make all the subsystems and services in-438

teroperable to achieve a reliable and robust system.439

The concepts of scalability and usability through a440

multilayered architecture and abstraction concepts441

are taken into account throughout the development442

of the slow control to allow for easy further cus-443

tomization, configuration and reuse. The whole soft-444

ware will be developed using LabView (Laboratory445

Virtual Instrument Engineering Workbench) which446

is a system-design platform and development envi-447

ronment for a visual programming from National In-448

struments. The SCS architecture as illustrated in449

Fig. 3 is based on a distributed layered architecture450

Slow Control 
Clients

Shifter 
Portal

Presentation 
Layer

Slow Control 
Service CompactRio

Logic 
Layer

Data Base
Data 
Layer

Scalers High High 
Voltage

Hardware 
Layer SiPM TPC Cryogenic 

System

FIG. 3. DarkSide-20k software multilayered architec-
ture.

that allows integrating many services that commu-451

nicate with different devices and different hardware452

through various protocols.453

The architecture consists of four separate layers:454

1. Presentation layer;455

2. Logic layer (services and CompactRIO);456

3. Data layer;457

4. Hardware and devices layer.458

The presentation layer is a set of graphical user459

interfaces (GUIs) which allow controlling and moni-460

toring all the subsystems, it is the layer which users461

can access directly. The logic layer is a set of com-462

ponents, the majority of them are deployed as ser-463

vices and they communicate either to servers ap-464

plication or directly to devices. Any service may465

run on any node of the DS-20k Network, a reliable466

private network where all the SCS services will be467

deployed. The SCS monitors all the critical param-468

eters and sends alarm messages to shifters and ex-469

perts according to a set of thresholds. Notifications470

are sent via short message service (SMS) and via e-471

mail. In this layer there is also a dedicated service472

to control the cryogenic system and it is deployed473

inside the CompactRIO. The CompactRIO is a com-474

bination of a real-time controller, reconfigurable IO475

Modules (RIO), FPGA module and an Ethernet ex-476

pansion chassis. The real-time controller is a power-477

ful processor with a wide range of clock frequencies478

for implementing the control algorithm. The Data479

Layer implements the SCS data persistency. The480

DataBase used for storage and persistence is Post-481

greSQL, an open-source object-relational database482



management system with an emphasis on extensi-483 bility and standards compliance.484

[1] P. Agnes et al. (The DarkSide Collaboration),485

arXiv:1606.03316v1 (2016).486

http://arxiv.org/abs/1606.03316v1
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